This Perma-Bound listing contains Perma-Bound books available for this bibliography and in no way should be interpreted as an endorsement by the authors, creators, or publishers of Building Literacy Connections With Graphic Novels - Page By Page, Panel By Panel of the Perma-Bound edition of the book. Use of supplementary classroom material is suggested solely by Perma-Bound.

### Building Literacy Connections With Graphic Novels - Page By Page, Panel By Panel

*Written By James Bucky Carter*

**Graphic Novels And Picture Books Used As Writing Prompts**

- *Fortunately Charlie, Remy* 000107455 1/K-3 RC $10.21
- *Give It Up!: And Other Short Stories* Kazina, Franz & Kaper, Peter 000001522 7/7-12 ★ $16.74
- *Loki And Alex: The Adventures Of A Dog And His Best Friend* Smith, Charles R., Jr. 000179980 2.3/K-3 AR ★ $15.99
- *Road To Perdition* Collins, Max Allan 00023730 6/9+ $17.04
- *Tuesday* Winsor, David 000307310 2/K-3 RC $10.95

**Additional Graphic Novels For The English Language Arts Classroom**

- *Batman: The Dark Knight Returns* Miller, Frank 00024882 6/9+ ★ $11.69
- *Bone, Out From Boneville* Smith, Jeff 00035433 2.4/5-9 AR RC $13.33
- *Electric Girl Vol. I* Brennan, Michael 00026801 4/5-9 $13.10
- *King: A Comics Biography Of Martin Luther King, Jr.* Anderson, Ho Che 00005953 8/9+ $23.26
- *Pedro And Me: Friendship, Loss And What I Learned* Winick, Judd 000231437 3.9/7-12 AR RC $18.02
- *Tale Of One Bad Rat* Talbot, Bryan 000291740 3.0/7-12 AR $17.20
- *Treasury Of Victorian Murder* Geary, Rick 00012232 6/7-12 $12.32
- *Understanding Comics* McCloud, Scott 00005433 7/9+ $23.26
- *X-Men: The Dark Phoenix Saga* Claremont, Chris 000010657 7/7-12 $24.84

---

Prices are Subject to Change Without Notice
Use the listing as your order form and mail to:

PERMA-BOUND
THE STRONGEST BOOKS YOU CAN BUY

617 East Vandalia Road · Jacksonville, IL 62650
Toll Free: 1.800.637.6581 · Fax: 1.800.551.1169
Web Site: www.perma-bound.com · Email: books@perma-bound.com

Bill To:_________________________ Ship To: (if different from bill to):_________________________

School or Library

Attention

Address

City and State Zip Code

City and State Zip Code

Telephone No.

Telephone No.

Date Purchase Order No.

Authorized by

Remember-Our prices reflect School and Library Discounts and Free Shipping!* 

Unconditional Guarantee - If you are ever dissatisfied with a book in our Perma-Bound binding, we will replace it

Legend:
★ Publisher's hardcover edition enhanced with a superior Perma-Bound binding.
◊ Original Publisher's Binding - Guaranteed from manufacturer's defects for 60 days.
5/4-7 Reading Level/Interest Level
AR Accelerated Reader
RC Reading Counts